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Abstract 

A smart city is a sustainable and efficient urban centre that provides a high quality of life to 

its inhabitants through optimal management of its resources. Energy management is one of 

the most demanding issues within such urban centres owing to the complexity of the energy 

systems and their vital role. Therefore, significant attention and effort need to be dedicated 

to this problem. Modelling and simulation are the major tools commonly used to assess the 

technological and policy impacts of smart solutions, as well as to plan the best ways of 

shifting from current cities to smarter ones. 

This paper reviews energy-related work on planning and operation models within the smart 

city by classifying their scope into five main intervention areas: generation, storage, 

infrastructure, facilities, and transport. More-complex urban energy models integrating more 

than one intervention area are also reviewed, outlining their advantages and limitations, 

existing trends and challenges, and some relevant applications. Lastly, a methodology for 

developing an improved energy model in the smart-city context is proposed, along with some 

additional final recommendations. 
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1. Introduction 

The smart city is a relatively new concept that has been defined by many authors and 

institutions and used by many more. In a very simple way, the smart city is intended to deal 

with or mitigate, through the highest efficiency and resource optimization, the problems 

generated by rapid urbanization and population growth, such as energy supply, waste 

management, and mobility. Many classifications of smart-city intervention areas can be 

found in the literature, as in [1] and [2]. A drawback of these classifications is that they 

categorize energy mainly based on the smart grid, overlooking other relevant energy 

elements, like transport and facilities. 

Cities’ energy requirements are complex and abundant. In consequence, modern cities should 

improve present systems and implement new solutions in a coordinated way and through an 

optimal approach, by profiting from the synergies among all these energy solutions. The 

intermittency of renewable sources, the increasing demand, and the necessity of energy-

efficient transport systems, among other things, represent important energy challenges that 

are better addressed as a whole [3] rather than separately, as is usually the case. 

Simulation models have been developed to assist stakeholders in understanding urban 

dynamics and in evaluating the impact of energy-policy alternatives. However, very often 

these efforts address energy areas separately, lacking the “full picture” and, therefore, 

producing suboptimal solutions. A comprehensive smart-city model that includes all energy-

related activities while keeping the size and complexity of the model manageable is highly 

desirable in order to successfully meet the increasing energy needs of present and future 

cities. 

This work proposes five main energy-related activities that have been called intervention 

areas (see Fig. 1): generation, storage, infrastructure, facilities, and transport (mobility). All 
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these areas are related to each other but contribute to the energy system in different ways: 

generation provides energy, while storage helps in securing its availability; infrastructure 

involves the distribution of energy and user interfaces; facilities and transport are the main 

final consumers of energy, as they need it to operate. Energy systems’ implementations are 

supported by three main layers: intelligence (control/management), communication, and 

hardware (physical elements and devices). Hence, multidisciplinary solutions are expected. 

This research mainly focuses on the hardware and intelligence layers. 

This paper has two main objectives. The first is to develop insight into the complexity of the 

energy-related activities in a smart-city context by reviewing advances and trends and by 

analysing the synergies among different intervention areas. Moreover, some of the most 

typical applications found in the literature for the various energy areas, as well as operation 

and planning tools, are reviewed. The second objective is to assist stakeholders and 

policymakers in the design of energy solutions for smart cities by providing strategies for the 

effective modelling and management of energy systems and by reviewing existing projects 

and software tools. These strategies include the most relevant elements and common sources 

of information required for their mathematical modelling. 

This paper comprises two parts: the first (sections 2–6) presents a review of the research 

developed in the proposed intervention areas involving energy in smart cities. Section 2 

addresses advances in energy generation in a smart-city context, section 3 reviews several 

storage systems and their applications, section 4 analyses the actual state of the technology 

and perspectives in the area of infrastructure, section 5 presents energy-related technologies 

and systems implemented in facilities, and section 6 analyses the advances in energy 

consumption of transport systems. The second part comprises section 7; it reviews current 

energy-modelling approaches for smart cities and proposes a methodology for energy-system 

planning and operation. Finally, concluding remarks and recommendations can be found in 

section 8. 
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2. Generation 

From an energy-generation perspective, two main research lines are attracting the most 

attention. On one hand, renewable-energy sources entail a mid- to long-term investment for 

energy self-sufficiency without compromising future generations [3], although other non-

renewable sources, such as combined heat and power (CHP) with natural gas and biomass 

generation (considering that these alternatives are less polluting than conventional generation 

[22], [101]), can also be a suitable short-term alternative for reducing emissions and meeting 

the energy demand [4]. On the other hand, distributed generation (DG) is gaining interest as 

a tool to increase efficiency and to support grid reliability and resiliency [5]. The benefits 

and requirements of DG have been studied widely [6], [8]. 

It is important to note that the smart city should gradually migrate to a full renewable-energy 

scheme, a goal that can be facilitated by DG. Hence, although conventional generation will 

still be present in smart cities in the short to medium term, it is not addressed in this section. 

2.1. Generation technology review  

Different generation solutions can be successfully implemented in a smart city; Table 1 

summarizes important characteristics of the studied technologies. 
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Photovoltaic (PV) panels convert solar energy into direct-current electricity using 

semiconducting materials. They have been extensively studied and highly preferred in small-

scale generation, mainly owing to the significant cost reduction in recent years resulting from 

the competitive values of the levelized cost of energy (LCOE) [33], [34] 

Thermal collectors (TCs) collect heat by absorbing sunlight. They have been proved a 

reliable source for heating water or any other heat-transfer fluid for any kind of application 

[11]. TCs have affordable prices on a small scale, and can be implemented as concentrated 

solar-power (CSP) plants for utility-scale electricity generation [12]; they are normally used 

with some sort of thermal generation. This kind of generation has a competitive LCOE; 

nevertheless, it is not suitable in cities. In addition, photovoltaic-thermal collectors (PV/T) 

work as regular PV cells but also deliver thermal energy in order to heat water or other fluids. 

PV/Ts have high efficiency, but there are few commercial modules, and these exist only in 

small scale [13]. 

Wind turbines (WT) are used to extract power from an air flow to produce mechanical or 

electrical power. This is a mature technology with a wide variety in system sizes, producing 

cheap energy at the utility scale. However, such technology is expensive on a small scale, 

Table 1. Comparison of most common distributed energy sources 
Generator Generated Power Dispatchable Efficiency Common 

application† electric thermal 
Solar PV Yes No No Low (<30%) Hh, B 
Solar TC No Yes No Moderate 

(<=60%) 
Hh, B,  

Solar CSP Yes* Yes Yes  Moderate 
(<=60%) 

(D)t/(D, P)e 

Solar PV/T Yes Yes No Moderate 
(<=60%) 

Hh, B, D 

Windpower Yes No No Moderate 
(<=60%) 

D, P 

Poly-gen. Yes Yes Yes High (>60%) B, D 
Biomass Yes Yes Yes Moderate 

(<=60%) 
(Hh, B, D)t/  
(D, P)e 

Geothermal Yes* Yes Yes High (>60%) (Hh, B, D)t/ 
(D, P)e 

*Indirect production.
† Hh: Household, B: Building, D: District, P: Power plant.
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and owing to wind’s high unpredictability, turbines are commonly accompanied by other 

energy sources or storage systems [130] when used in small applications. 

Biomass has become a topic of increasing importance in recent years. It is a versatile energy 

source that can be used directly via combustion to produce heat or indirectly after converting 

it to a gaseous or liquid biofuel capable of providing heat or electricity at competitive prices 

[14]. However, farming biomass crops needs to be done responsibly in order to be 

sustainable. Indeed, new European directives cap the first-generation biofuels, made with 

sugars and vegetable oils found in arable crops, while favouring the second-generation 

biomass compound of woody crops, agricultural residues, and waste [15]. 

Geothermal energy derives from the thermal energy flux from the centre of the earth and can 

be used only for thermal production (low-medium temperatures) or co-generation (high 

temperatures). Geothermal electricity is very cheap when the proper ground conditions are 

met, although not many cities have those soil characteristics [16]. 

Finally, poly-generation, or multi-generation, emerged as an effort to use fossil fuels more 

efficiently by delivering different kinds of energy vectors from a single source of fuel 

(usually natural gas that is burnt to produce electricity; the waste heat is used for other 

purposes). Along with increasing overall efficiency, this approach also reduces CO2 

emissions [4]. The main disadvantage of this technology is its elevated cost on a very small 

scale [17]. For instance, hydrogen fuel cells represent one of the technologies available for 

very small applications, but the cost of the produced energy is higher than that of 

conventional generation [139]. 

2.2. Distributed generation applications and tools 

One of the main research challenges related to DG is determining of the optimal 

configuration, location, type and sizing of the generation units, so that the system meets the 

energy requirements at minimum cost [18]. Reference [19] reviews most of the design 

aspects for hybrid DG systems, such as sizing methodologies, integration configurations (DC 
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coupled or AC coupled or hybrid DC-AC coupled), and reference [20] analyses control-

system arrangements (centralized, decentralized, or hybrid).  

From the examples found in the literature, it is clear that many DG schemes contain hybrid 

systems with more than one generation source. For instance, solar power is used for thermal 

and electric generation in buildings, as demonstrated in [21]. Despite the fact that the former 

also analyses geothermal heat pumps (GHP), it does not consider other applicable sources, 

and the cost estimations are unclear. Natural-gas-fuelled poly-generation is studied in [22], 

which proposes a general model for estimating the energy and CO2-emission performance 

but disregards economic aspects or comparison with other technologies. Reference [23] 

presents a feasibility analysis of GHP, PV, and other co-generation technologies for 

buildings, but the level of detail in the system models, demand profiles, and energy-

production calculation might be insufficient for an accurate economic analysis. Unlike 

previous examples that consider only one or two sources, other works, such as [24] and [25], 

model several DG technologies and analyse their economic and technical feasibility. The 

former proposes an analytical method for the sizing of DG systems, while the latter proposes 

a linear programming problem. Both studies analyse DG systems following a single-node 

approach. 

Unlike previous applications that design their DG systems according to their own 

methodology, other interesting applications use specialized software tools for this purpose. 

Indeed, [26] reviews 37 different computer tools that can be used to analyse the integration 

of renewable energy. One such tool that stands out is HOMER [29]. This software, developed 

by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory [27], is quite popular and is used extensively 

in the literature. For instance, reference [28] presents a HOMER application of optimal DG 

planning for microgrids in Serbia. The authors find the optimal technology mix under 

different scenarios of CO2-reduction constraints, considering CHP, micro-hydro, PV, and 

WT systems. Another similar tool is DERCAM, developed by Berkeley Lab [30], one 

application of which is assessing the impact of electric vehicles (EVs) on other distributed 

energy resources (DER) solutions considering uncertainty in EV driving schedules [31]. A 
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summary of several other interesting applications that use these tools can be found in [29], 

[20], and [18]; many are real-life implementations of DG systems. 

It is important to note that all the software tools available have been comprehensively 

reviewed in the literature following different approaches, as in [121], [128], and [26]. Indeed, 

most of the reviewed tools are used to model electricity systems; some also include the heat 

or transport sectors, but with some limitations in terms of application and technologies used. 

It is stated in [26] that only three tools include electricity, heat, and transport capabilities, and 

these have been used to model 100% renewable systems (no conventional generation). 

However, these tools do not consider all the relevant transport and generation technologies 

or storage systems present in a city, and they are designed to attain certain specific objectives, 

such as evaluating the effects of particular promotion schemes, which might be difficult to 

apply to solve other problems. 

As mentioned earlier, these models have been developed with different focuses and 

objectives, so the technologies considered and the level of detail and features of the models 

can change the outcome. For instance, the authors of [31] use time steps of one hour and a 

simulation length of one year, as the objective of the study is to find the optimal DER 

investment and operation scheduling. Conversely, reference [149] studies the optimal 

operation of residential appliances within five-minute time slots, considering the uncertainty 

of electricity prices. This paper, unlike the previous one, focuses more on real-time operation 

than on investment planning; hence, the difference in level of detail (time intervals). Another 

interesting example is reference [29], whose authors analyse the same DG case study using 

two different software tools (HOMER and RETScreen) and note that the outcomes are 

considerably different in terms of DG production given the same inputs. Therefore, the 

appropriate model or tool should be selected with caution, checking whether the chosen 

software has the required features and outcomes for the desired application. 

Regarding the applicability of DG, several pieces of research focus on the technical issues of 

such technologies. For instance, reference [147] presents an extensive review of flexible AC 

transmission systems (FACTS) and DG systems and their impacts on the network, addressing 
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different methodologies for placement and coordinated control schemes for such systems. 

Other non-technical challenges for DG systems are reviewed in [148], which notes that 

competitive mechanisms and regulatory measures can assist the implementation of DG in a 

cost-effective way. This paper includes real-case studies of four locations in the United 

States. 

Table 2 summarizes all the DG applications just mentioned, organized by technology. Some 

references appear several times, as they analyse different DG technologies separately. The 

table shows that the kind of results obtained and the way of presenting them differ among 

studies; for example, not all of them include CO2-emission-reduction information. The 

economic results, such as the payback time or the expected benefits (equivalent to the return 

on investment [ROI]), of different works can also vary significantly, especially considering 

the year when the study was carried out and specific pricing considerations. Therefore, these 

economic metrics and studies can be used to compare various systems and methodologies, 

but this kind of comparison should be undertaken with caution. 
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In general, optimization approaches obtain better expected benefits than other methodologies 

do. Hence, as remarked in [18], the optimal sizing of these renewable-energy-based systems 

Table 2. Summary of DG application examples. 
Technology Ref. System 

dimensioning 
methodology 

Expected 
benefits 
(%)* 

CO2 

reduction 
(%)** 

Energy 
supplied 
(%) 

Payback 
time 
(years) 

Study 
year 

PV [21]  Graphic 
construction 

N/A 43,4% 53% 12.5 2011 

PV [24]  Graphic 
construction 

<1% N/A 22.8% 14  2013 

PV [25]  Optimization 3,5 – 
10,4% 

N/A N/A N/A 2013 

TC [21]  Graphic 
construction 

N/A 20% 58% 7 2011 

TC [24]  Graphic 
construction 

<1% N/A 65.3% 17,7  2013 

TC [25]  Optimization 8,8% N/A N/A N/A 2013 
WT [24]  Graphic 

construction 
<1% N/A 66.6% 15,5  2013 

WT [25]  Optimization 1 – 18,8% N/A N/A N/A 2013 
CHP [22]  Analytical 20% 40% N/A N/A 2008 
CHP [24]  Graphic 

construction 
<2% N/A 100% 9.5  2013 

CHP [28]  SW tool 
(HOMER) 

9.08% 10% N/A 10 2014 

CHP [25]  Optimization 1 – 2% N/A N/A N/A 2013 
HP [23]  Analytical 2% 16% 100% N/A 2011 
GHP [23]  Analytical 4% 48% 100% N/A 2011 
GHP [21]  Graphic 

construction 
N/A 28,7% 100% 8.5 2011 

GHP [24]  Graphic 
construction 

<2% N/A 100% 19,4  2013 

GHP [25]  Optimization 13,8% 
 

N/A N/A N/A 2013 

CHP, HP [23]  Analytical 43% 24% 100% N/A 2011 
CHP, GHP [23]  Analytical 43% 41% 100% N/A 2011 
GHP, PV [23]  Analytical 88% 99% N/A 11 2011 
CHP, PV, 
microhydro  

[28]  SW tool 
(HOMER) 

10.1% 50% N/A 11,1 2014 

CHP, 
microhydro, 
PV, WT 

[28]  SW tool 
(HOMER) 

6.92% 97% N/A 13.5 2014 

PV, CHP [31]  SW tool 
(DERCAM) 

7,7% 28,3% N/A 12 2014 

PV, CHP, EV [31]  SW tool 
(DERCAM) 

9,3% 24,1% N/A 12 2014 

* Economic benefit in comparison of the total energy costs without DG systems.
** Considering only reductions due equivalent energy production.
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can significantly improve their economic and technical performance, while promoting the 

widespread use of such environmentally friendly sources. 

3. Energy Storage 

Energy storage systems (ESSs) can be used to store several kinds of energy (e.g., electric, 

thermal, kinetic). Within smart cities, ESSs are mainly expected to serve two purposes: the 

integration of renewable sources and the delivery of demand-response schemes. Indeed, 

ESSs can store clean energy from renewable sources when it is produced and not needed (and 

is usually also cheaper), saving it for use when it is most needed (and more expensive) [43], 

thus smoothing net load shape and contributing to cleaner and more-efficient energy 

production [42]. In the same way, electric ESSs can participate in demand-response schemes 

by locally managing the demand curve, smoothing peaks and valleys. This can contribute to 

covering new energy loads, such as DC buildings and EVs [44]. 

3.1. Storage technologies 

Batteries store electricity as chemical energy, and they are a long-established technology with 

a high presence in many applications. They are built from one or more electrochemical cells 

composed of various elements, such as the mature lead-acid (Pb-acid) system, or using more 

recent ones such as sodium-sulphur, sodium-nickel chloride, and lithium-ion systems. Their 

main disadvantages are high prices, possible environmental hazards, limited life cycle, and 

voltage and current limitations [45]. Nevertheless, several battery chemistries have seen a 

remarkable cost reduction in recent years, and it is expected that this trend will continue 

[150]. 

In applications where a fast response is needed and large amounts of energy must be released 

in a short time—for instance, in medium-scale power-quality systems— superconducting 

magnetic energy storage (SMES), the super-capacitor, and the flywheel find their niche. The 

first technology is a large superconducting coil that stores electric energy in the magnetic 

field generated by a DC flow [45]. The second one is a double-layer capacitor designed to 
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charge and discharge at very high current [47]. It is important to note that this technology is 

mainly used for grid stability and power quality, not for real energy storage. The third one is 

a mechanical rotatory device that stores kinetic energy [46]. These technologies also have 

very long lifecycles but a much higher cost than batteries, and they can provide energy only 

for very short periods [47]. 

Hydroelectric (hydro-pumping) storage is commonly used in many countries. It uses the 

potential energy of water pumped from a lower- to a higher-elevation reservoir to later 

produce electricity by passing it through a turbine [48]. These systems are commonly used 

by utilities and systems operators for load balancing, but they have important disadvantages 

in small-scale applications, such as large unit sizes and topographic and environmental 

limitations [45]. 

Hydrogen can be used to produce electricity in fuel cells, gas boilers, or gas turbines. After 

combustion in a mixture with oxygen, the exhausted gas is water vapour with no polluting 

emissions. Hydrogen gas has to be artificially produced from other compounds, such as water 

[49], or from fossil fuels in pre-combustion CO2-capture processes by transforming carbon 

fuel into a clean, carbonless fuel. The inconvenience of this is that both alternatives are costly 

and energy inefficient [50]. 

Compressed-air energy storage (CAES) is another way to store energy at the utility scale. 

Energy is stored as compressed air, and the storage vessel is often an underground cavern 

[53]. Like hydro storage, this kind of ESS is commonly subject to topographic limitations. 

From the foregoing technology descriptions, one can conclude that not all ESSs are 

appropriate for all applications, as they differ in response time, power or storage capacity, 

size, and price. The applications for ESSs can be classified into three groups by discharge 

time: bulk storage (1–8h) for load levelling or spinning reserve; DG storage (0.5–4h) for 

integration of distributed renewable sources, peak shaving, transmission deferral, and so on; 

and power-quality storage (1–30s) for end-use power quality and reliability [48]. Table 3 
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summarizes ESS technologies and proposes their most potentially effective applications [44], 

[48], [134]. 

Thermal storage systems use a fluid or other material in a reservoir to store thermal energy 

for later use. The most common use of these ESSs in smart cities involves water tanks that 

are capable of meeting thermal demand in both residential and commercial facilities [51]. 

More recently, molten salt tanks have been used, mainly at the utility scale, for high-

temperature thermal storage for electricity generation in concentrated solar-power plants 

[52]. 

3.2. Applications and models of ESSs 

Applications for ESSs can be found in a multitude of technologies. The scale and the means 

of the storage system can also vary widely. On a large scale, reference [53] analyses the 

economic feasibility of CAES for increasing the grid integration of wind generation in the 

German power system. On a small to medium scale, most research works include battery-

based systems for integrating renewable energy sources, as in [54]. However, other ESS 

technologies are also considered, focusing more on power quality. For instance, [46] presents 

a wind-diesel power system, including flywheel storage for isolated microgrid applications. 

Similarly, reference [47] analyses super-capacitor banks for load frequency control in power 

systems. 

Table 3. Comparison of common electric storage technologies. 

Type Eff. (%) 

Density Resp. 
time 
(ms) 

Cycle life 
(time) App. * 

Energy 
(wh/kg) 

Power 
(w/kg) 

Battery 60-90 20-200 25-1000 30 
200-
10000** B, DG 

SMES 95-98 30-100 1e4-1e5 5 1e6 PQ 
Flywheel 95 5-50 1e3-5e3 5 >20000 DG, PQ 
Super Capacitor 95 <50 4000 5 >50000 PQ 
CAES 70-80 N/A N/A >1e3 >1e6 B 
Hydroelectric 70-85 N/A N/A >1e3 >1e6 B 

* B: bulk storage; DG: distributed gen. storage; PQ: power quality storage.
** the number of cycles heavily depends on the kind of chemistry of the battery.
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Other interesting approaches include hybrid storage systems, combining different storage 

technologies in order to reduce the limitations of the independent devices and to improve 

overall performance. In [44], the benefits of hybrid ESSs are studied in a microgrid context, 

and in [55], a hybrid flywheel-battery system is presented for EV applications, emphasizing 

the power electronics and control requirements. 

Plug-in EVs represent another major application of ESSs, and many related studies can be 

found in the literature. In this area, most work focuses on the charge/discharge control of EV 

fleets, as stated in [56], where a review of different smart-charging strategies is presented. In 

addition, the advantages and drawbacks of centralized and decentralized control are analysed. 

Smart-charging strategies can have different objectives. For instance, examples of 

renewable-energy integration assisted by EV technology are listed in [129]. Other interesting 

related research can be found in [57], where the impact on the grid of high penetration of 

EVs in two real distribution areas is assessed. A similar approach is presented in [58], which 

examines not only load balancing but also the impact of a large penetration of EVs on energy 

prices and analyses thermal-generation dispatch decisions. A different approach is presented 

in [59], where used EV batteries are installed as stationary energy storage for a microgrid, 

and the system’s economic feasibility is analysed. In contrast to previous references, which 

mainly focus on the economic impact of ESSs, considering with little detail important 

characteristics such as battery degradation, the authors of reference [60] present a detailed 

degradation model of the lithium-ion batteries for EV application and propose charging 

strategies to maximize battery life cycle. 

With respect to thermal storage, most research is related to the optimal usage and control of 

thermal energy for buildings. Reference [61] presents an electric thermal ESS governed by 

electricity price signals. In [51], a complex predictive control system with water thermal 

storage is proposed and then compared with other control methods. Additionally, solar TC 

and co-generation systems commonly comprise thermal storage for residential and 

commercial use, as in [21] and [22]. 
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Table 4 summarizes the examples reviewed in this section. It can be seen that the focus of 

each work varies greatly, although two main applications stand out: the integration of 

renewable energy (including power quality and the security of supply-related studies) and 

the integration of EVs (including impact on the grid and vehicle-to-grid [V2G] interaction). 
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Table 4. Summary of ESS application examples. 
ESS Ref. Other 

technologies 
Proposes  focus Reported 

outcome 
EV [60]  None Charging 

control and 
degradation 
model 

Minimize 
battery 
degradation 

6.39% less 
degradation 

EV [57] None  Impact analysis 
of high 
penetration of 
EV  

Distribution 
network 
reinforcement 
costs 

up to 15% of 
increment in total 
investment 

EV [58] Hydro Impact analysis 
of high 
penetration of 
EV 

Energy prices 
and load curves  

Reduction of 70% 
of load and 15% 
of energy prices 
at peak hours 
with smart 
charging 

EV [31] 
 

PV, CHP Planning and 
operation of 
DER 

Maximize 
cost/benefit of 
DG and ESS 

9.3% benefits in 
energy costs 

Batteries [59] None Planning and 
operation of 
ESS 

Maximize 
cost/benefit of 
reused EV 
batteries 

14.8% benefits in 
energy costs 

Batteries [54] PV Integration of 
RES 

Technical/ 
economic 
feasibility 
analysis 

Pros and cons of 
different battery 
technologies. 

Batteries, 
super 
capacitor 

[44] None System model 
and control for 
hybrid ESS in 
microgrid 

Power system 
stability 

Effective control 
system to 
maintain power 
quality 

Batteries, 
flywheel 

[55] 
 

None System model 
and control for 
hybrid ESS in 
EV applications 

Power quality 
and efficiency 

Average efficiency 
of 87%, unity 
power factor and 
low distortion. 

Flywheel [46] 
 

WT, Diesel 
generator. 

System model 
and control for 
ESS in 
microgrid 

Power quality 
and system 
stability 

44% less 
frequency 
variation. 

Super-
capacitor 

[47] 
 

None System model 
and control for 
ESS 

Power quality  Almost 80% 
reduction in peak 
frequency 
deviation 

CAES [53] 
 

WT System model of 
ESS 

Economic 
feasibility 
analysis 

Return of 
investment in 13 
– 19 years 

Thermal 
storage 

[61] 
 

None Optimal usage 
and control of 
thermal energy 

Minimize 
thermal energy 
cost 

20 – 31% benefits 
in energy costs 

Thermal 
storage 

[51] 
 

None Optimal usage 
and control of 
thermal energy 

Control method 
performance 

19% better 
performance 
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4. Grid Infrastructure 

In this paper, infrastructure mainly refers to the urban power grids. However, apart from the 

smart-grid concept that covers only electric energy, district energy networks are an 

interesting example of smart infrastructure, supplying thermal and electric energy to different 

interconnected facilities [4]. This kind of network is discussed in more detail in the following 

section. 

The electric grid is the energy backbone of any city, and it is used for transmitting energy 

from generators to consumers with the required quality and reliability. Conventional grids 

can have technical hitches, however, such as unidirectional protections and a lack of the 

required communication infrastructure and control systems, and they might not be ready for 

increasing demand and DG. Therefore, grid-related literature commonly addresses ways to 

use the current infrastructure efficiently, avoiding unnecessary investments [8]. 

Similar to the smart-city concept, a smart-grid infrastructure can be defined in many ways. 

The core of the smart grid consists of implementing modern information and communication 

technologies, enabling real-time bidirectional communication among all participating 

entities. Every device and system in a smart grid is expected to provide information about its 

own energy consumption or production and to follow the commands to schedule its load 

depending on factors such as system load, prices, and contractual obligations [62]. 

Some of the main features proposed for a smart grid in [63] include the capacity to meet 

increasing consumer demand without building new infrastructure; a resilient structure 

resistant to attacks and natural disasters (with self-healing capacity); a quality-focused power 

supply with a combined power-source structure, composed of separated energy networks 

(microgrids) capable of exchanging power and operating separately and independently if 

necessary; and the implementation of real-time communication between all participant 

agents, facilitating all these tasks. 
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4.1. Research on and applications of smart-grid infrastructure. 

There is a substantial amount of smart-grid-related research addressing all sorts of problems. 

This research covers aspects from regulation and business models to power electronics, 

communication protocols, and control systems. Along with the economic aspects, 

infrastructure investments are a major concern. Long-term smart-grid investment-planning 

models are presented in [6], [57], and [65], which calculate the effects of DG or EVs on 

distribution-network investment planning. 

Similarly, adequate regulation and energy markets for smart grids are commonly addressed. 

For instance, adequate regulatory frameworks and energy markets and services required for 

demand-response schemes are studied in [62]. However, that study models the smart grids 

only conceptually, without entering into technical details. Other examples analyse several 

European projects, such as [66], which studies a market-price mechanism for smart-grid 

environments. 

Infrastructure for integrating renewable resources is another important research topic. Effects 

on the grid are addressed in [8]. Similarly, energy storage and EV integration are widely 

studied, as EVs represent a considerable challenge for future power grids. The effects of a 

large penetration of EVs in utility operation and energy market prices are addressed in [58]. 

Reference [131] simulates and analyses the number of EVs that can be connected in a region 

of the German grid, and reference [67] proposes a conceptual regulatory framework for 

charging EVs, describing business models and the role of the agents involved. 

Smart metering is the next step in this direction, and many works describe the advantages of 

an advanced metering infrastructure. For instance, the energy savings achieved by modifying 

consumers’ behaviour with such systems are estimated in [68]. However, reference [69] 

discusses not only these possible benefits but also disadvantages, risks, and the prevalent 

uncertainty regarding the technology. 

Reliability and power quality are addressed in [70], which examines the effect of 

electromagnetic compatibility on the grid, and in [71], which studies the effects of smart 
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MV/LV substations in improving continuity of supply in different distribution-network 

configurations. 

Pilot microgrids with smart-grid features have been developed for the simulation and 

demonstration of DG technologies and control systems. For instance, the LABEIN 

commercial feeder located in Derio, Spain, comprises more than 5kW of PV installations, 

6kW of WT, two 55kW diesel back-up generators, a 50kW microturbine, and a variety of 

electric storage devices. These and other examples of European microgrid implementations 

can be found in [72]. 

Table 5 summarizes most of the research examples mentioned in this section. Even though 

high-scale penetration of smart-grid infrastructure is still a long way off, the tendencies 

apparent in the reviewed works show that these technologies are gaining presence in many 

urban centres and could become standard in the long term. 
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Table 5. Summary of smart infrastructure application examples. 
Concern  Ref. focus Reported outcome 
Impact of DG on 
distribution 
network 
infrastructure. 

[6] Investment deferral in 
the long-term. 

With a DG penetration of 50%, 
the load can increase 200 – 
225% before adding new 
investments. 

Impact of DG on 
distribution 
network 
infrastructure. 

[65] Distribution network 
costs 

With very large DG 
penetration, the increment in 
total network costs decreases 
with a higher level of demand. 

Impact of DG on 
distribution 
network 
infrastructure. 

[8] Regulatory aspects for 
DG/RES integration.   

Remarks the necessity of smart 
grid infrastructure, and provides 
several recommendations. 

Impact of EV on 
distribution 
network 
infrastructure. 

[131] Quantity of EVs that 
can be integrated in an 
existing network 

If EVs are charged at the best 
locations, a penetration level 
of about 50 % does not lead to 
considerable overloading of 
components. 

Impact of EV on 
network 
infrastructure. 

[67] regulatory framework 
and business models 
for EV charging 

Regulatory recommendations 
and requirements for EV 
integration. 

Impact of EV on 
distribution 
network 
infrastructure. 

[57] Investment deferral in 
the long-term. 

With smart charging strategies, 
up to 60%–70% of the required 
incremental investment can be 
avoided. 

Impact of EV on 
network operation. 

[58] energy prices and 
thermal generation 
dispatch decisions 

Smart charging methods reduce 
aprox. 70% of peak load and 15% 
of energy prices at peak hours. 

Smart grid 
demonstration 
project in an island 
in Denmark. 

[66] Control methodologies 
of DER systems for 
participation on 
energy markets. 

N/A 

Smart metering [68] Smart metering 
system for Korean 
residential 
environments. 

7.5 – 15.9% of reduction in 
energy consumption by just 
giving information to the 
consumer. 

Smart metering [69] Policy implications of 
advanced metering 
infrastructure. 

Discussion of expected benefits, 
possible risks and the 
uncertainty related to these 
technologies. 

Power Quality [70] Electromagnetic 
compatibility 

Analysis of the effects on power 
quality by the high exposure of 
smart grid technologies. 

Security of supply [71] MV/LV transformer 
substation automation 

high improvement in 
reliability for an automation 
degree within the range of 10-
35% 
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5. Facilities 

In this paper, facilities comprise commercial and residential buildings and small-scale 

infrastructure, but they do not include the industrial sector, which is unlikely to be present 

within city limits. 

In an urban context, buildings are the largest energy consumers. These amenities (considering 

construction and energy usage) are responsible for approximately three-quarters of total 

greenhouse-gas emissions in urban areas [3]. Hence, one of the major challenges in smart 

buildings is minimizing power consumption without compromising users’ comfort [76]. 

The first approach to addressing this energy problem is providing efficient control of the 

energy systems in buildings. Indeed, optimized operation and management can save between 

20% and 30% of a building’s energy consumption without changing the structure or hardware 

configuration of the system [73]. 

Demand response is another popular topic. Nowadays, most buildings are passive consumers 

of energy. But to achieve the desired energy objectives, the role of the building must change 

from that of a passive, unresponsive user of energy to that of an active participant in the 

power system [62]. This paradigm shift can be developed by demand-response schemes 

facilitated by a microgrid, by applying information and control systems to manage loads and 

energy consumption, and by taking advantage of DG technologies and energy-storage 

devices. 

Within the overall microgrid concept, other variants have been proposed in the literature, 

differing especially in scale and type of application. On a small scale (from one household 

up to a small building or small group of houses), the nanogrid concept appears; [74] defines 

a nanogrid as a small, isolated DC power system that supplies continuous power to small 

local loads by using DG and ESS. Other nanogrid approaches also implement an AC power 

system, as in [73]. On a medium-size scale (neighbourhood, district, or small town), there is 

no special definition for a microgrid, yet applications of this size deliver a wide range of 

suitable technologies. The greatest example is the district energy networks, which are 
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implemented for distributing energy generated in a centralized location within the district for 

residential and commercial use. Traditionally, district energy networks have been used 

exclusively for heating purposes, yet with advances in co-generation, electricity and cooling 

are being added [4]. 

Finally, passive systems can be implemented as a complementary approach. These systems 

are designed to collect, preserve, and distribute thermal energy within a building. Elements 

to be considered include thermal insulation, thermal mass, window placement and glazing 

type, and shading (in this context, these factors are commonly referred to collectively as 

building envelope). However, most of these changes can be considered only for new 

buildings owing to the high cost of installing them in existing structures [75]. 

5.1. Applications and research in facilities 

Significant research has been conducted in the field of home automation (domotics) and 

control systems for energy and comfort management. Reference [76] includes a 

comprehensive review of control techniques for smart buildings (energy and comfort 

management) but without considering energy generation or storage. Within this kind of 

facility, heat ventilation and air-conditioning systems (HVAC) are the focus of most efforts. 

For instance, [77] presents an adaptive fuzzy controller for temperature comfort. Besides 

HVAC, lightning control and features such as appliance control are commonly included, 

resulting in complex information schemes, as demonstrated in [78]. 

Demand-response and microgrid-related research has developed considerably in the last 

several years. Advances in power electronics for nanogrid applications can be found in 

[79]—specifically, in voltage-source-inverter design and control for DC applications. 

Controlling and scheduling renewable sources and storage are proposed in [73], with a 

mixed-integer programming problem for minimizing energy costs in a building, considering 

dynamic energy prices and demand. Thermal load management in district energy networks 

is implemented in [51] and [80], including combined heat, cooling and power systems to 
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improve energy efficiency. Lastly, milestones and challenges for the commercial large-scale 

implementation of microgrids are reviewed in [81]. 

In the passive-systems area, building envelope has been widely researched, producing 

interesting energy-savings results in heating and air conditioning. In [75], an environmental 

evaluation of three different wall envelopes is presented, considering different climate 

scenarios and economic benefits. A similar analysis is developed in [82] for hot and humid 

locations, comparing different thermal isolations, windows, and shading. Lastly, reference 

[83] simulates the impact of window design in a hotel building. Most of these considerations 

must be implemented at the construction stage in order to be cost effective [82], [83]. 

Table 6 summarizes the examples provided in this section, organized by facility type, and 

includes generation components and energy systems relative to the reviewed facilities. It can 

be seen that the smart building focuses on comfort management, energy efficiency, and 

passive systems. Microgrid research mainly considers demand-response schemes and DG 

control, whereas district energy networks relate to energy efficiency and load control. It is 

interesting that several European projects have been commissioned in the infrastructure and 

facilities areas to address communication issues [84]–[89], demand response [90]–[93], [66] 

and energy-efficient buildings and districts [94]–[97]. 
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6. Transport 

The transport sector is a considerable consumer of energy and one of the main air polluters 

within cities, creating important health costs [98]. Furthermore, the quality of transport 

systems in a city directly affects the quality of life for its inhabitants, so future transport 

systems, both public and private, should be cleaner and more efficient. While the former can 

Table 6. Summary of facilities application examples. 
Facility 
type 

Ref. DG/ESS Proposes  Objective Reported outcome 

Smart 
building 

[76] N/A Control system 
for energy 
management 

User comfort 
and energy 
usage. 

Percentage of People 
Dissatisfied index is 
less than 6% 

Smart 
building 

[77] N/A Control system 
for energy 
management 

Reduce energy 
consumption 

Aprox. 10 – 25% 
reduction in energy 
consumption 

Smart 
building 

[78] N/A Control system 
and network 
configuration. 

Reduce energy 
consumption 

Power saving of 
approximately 16-
24% 

Smart 
building 

[75] 
 

N/A Comparison of 
building 
envelope 
alternatives 

Energy 
performance 
and payback 
time 

Ventilated wall has 
considerable better 
energy performance 
than other materials. 

Smart 
building 

[82] 
 

N/A Comparison of 
building 
envelope 
alternatives 

Energy 
performance 

The energy saving 
rate of window 
materials is up to 
33.89%. 

Smart 
building 

[83] N/A Design of 
building 
envelope  

Energy 
performance 

Up to 40% reduction 
on total site energy. 

Nanogrid/ 
microgrid  

[79] N/A Control system 
for electronic 
converter 

Control 
performance  

Excellent dynamic 
performance and low 
cross regulation of ac 
and dc bus voltages. 

Nanogrid/ 
microgrid 

[73] PV, CHP, 
Batteries 

Operation of 
DER 

Minimize 
energy costs 

6 – 10% of extra 
reduced costs by 
including battery 
storage. 

District 
energy 
network 

[51] N/A Control system 
for energy 
management 

Reduce 
thermal energy 
consumption 

19% better 
performance on 
controller. 

District 
energy 
network 

[80] CHCP  Comparison of 
trigeneration 
technologies 

Performance 
analysis 

Proposed system is 
10 % more efficient 
than electric 
compressor 
absorption chillers. 
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be achieved by replacing fossil-fuel technologies with reduced-emission vehicles (considered 

a comparatively cleaner energy source), the latter can be attained by planning and developing 

better and more-efficient travel routes in order to save energy and time. 

6.1. Advances in transport systems and technologies  

The most popular way to reduce CO2 and other polluting emissions is to replace gasoline-

powered vehicles (public or private) with EVs and hybrid EVs; therefore, numerous studies 

have examined EV technologies that consider charge control, their storage capability, and 

their impact on the grid, as reviewed in section 3 (“Energy Storage”). 

A different research line for the transport industry is represented by the use of hydrogen as 

fuel, where steam is the only exhaust gas. However, creating a hydrogen-supply 

infrastructure poses a problem, as it will require considerable investment (charging stations, 

storage tanks, hydrogen-production plants, etc.). Another approach consists of using fuel 

cells (electric batteries fuelled by hydrogen) in electric cars. The main drawbacks to this are 

the chemical sustainability of the required compounds and the current price, which is about 

10 times higher than that of gasoline per kilowatt of energy [100]. 

The third alternative is to use biofuels instead of fossil fuels. A key driver of this approach is 

the possible net fixation of CO2 (i.e., the carbon absorbed by the crop is the same released 

when burnt); it might even work as a carbon sink [101]. Biofuels can be used in a 

straightforward way, usually mixed with diesel or gasoline. Using information extracted from 

[102]–[107], the types of vehicles reviewed are compared in Table 7. It is important to note 

that real insight into the possible environmental benefits of alternative-fuel vehicles requires 

an adequate life-cycle analysis. For instance, reference [108] presents the product-life-cycle 

assessment of an electric drive for automotive applications, assessing the ecological impact 

of the proposed engine. 
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In addition to the shift to less polluting fuels, energy saving is a crucial requirement. More-

efficient trips can be achieved with travel-assistance systems (travel planners) [109], which 

provide real-time information on traffic, routes, public-transport options, available parking 

places, and charging points for EVs, among other features. A more sophisticated smart 

transport system could also implement traffic-demand-management tools. These schemes 

implement real-time speed-limit-control and traffic-signal-control optimization, for instance. 

The goal of this kind of information system is to optimize the journey and deliver a better 

and more-efficient travel experience for the user. 

Another important concern about private transport in modern cities is parking. During rush 

hour, the traffic caused by cars searching for free parking spots constitutes up to 40% of the 

total traffic [110]. Smart parking systems have been proposed to address this problem, 

assisting drivers in finding and reserving the vacant parking spaces efficiently [111]. 

Research on automated vehicles is underway [112]. Automation in transport seeks to improve 

the safety and efficiency of mobility, highways and freeways being the first targets for this 

kind of vehicle [113]. 

Regarding public-transport systems, metropolitan transit (metro) systems are a preferred 

option in many cities for providing the required quality and quantity of service [132]. Several 

technologies and strategies for energy efficiency in urban rail systems can be found in the 

literature. A review of such solutions is presented in [133], where five main groups of actions 

Table 7. Comparison of vehicle technologies. 

Vehicle 
Init. cost 
(kUSD) Efficiency* 

Commercial 
availability Main challenges 

EV 21.3 High (>50%) Now  

Chemical 
sustainability, battery 
costs 

HEV 24.2 
Moderate 
(<=50%) Now 

Chemical 
sustainability, battery 
costs 

Hydrogen 
ICE 18 Low (<25%) In 2-3 years Lack of infrastructure 

Fuel-Cell 40 Low (<25%) In 2-3 years 
Lack of infras. high 
costs 

Biofuels 17.1 Low (<25%) Now 
CO2 fixation, 
responsible farming 

* power-plant-to-wheel efficiency. 
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have been identified: regenerative braking, energy-efficient driving, comfort functions, 

traction efficiency, and smart measurement and management. Given the nature of the metro, 

with its numerous and frequent stops, regenerative braking can potentially provide important 

energy savings [134]. 

Another trend in public-transport efficiency is the change from diesel buses to electric or 

hybrid ones. Reference [140] analyses the benefits of urban electric buses in terms of costs 

and pollution, concluding that plug-in hybrid and electric city buses have the best potential 

to reduce energy consumption and emissions. 

6.2. Applications and research in transport systems 

Several applications of vehicles using cleaner fuels are mentioned in the literature. Starting 

with EVs, [114] provides a general overview of the tendencies, advantages, and 

disadvantages of such cars. Similarly, in [98], smart-charging strategies are proposed, and 

the impact on their externality costs such as emissions, health benefits, and energy 

dependence is analysed. A comprehensive review of hydrogen-fuelled cars and their 

infrastructure requirements is developed in [99], highlighting the limitations of other 

technologies and the possible benefits of using hydrogen as an energy carrier. Moreover, the 

author of reference [100] heavily criticizes fuel-cell vehicles, considering them an unfeasible 

solution in the short to medium term. From the biofuels perspective, the use of ethanol as a 

transportation fuel is studied in [101], considering environmental benefits, production, and 

political and economic aspects. 

The travel planners designed to identify optimal travel routes are studied in [109], [115], and 

[116]. The first paper proposes a travel-assistance application for EV users, providing 

information on parking and recharging posts, among other things; however, the application 

is presented at the simulation level only. The second work implements an Internet-based 

optimal-route finder for public transport in Hong Kong. The third paper summarizes 

examples of other systems that have been successfully implemented in various cities. 
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Regarding goods delivery, a mathematical model for finding a distributor’s optimal number 

and the time-window of service cycles is proposed in [137]. This model includes carbon 

emissions in its objective function and concludes that a compromise should be found between 

carbon costs and delivery times. Another interesting example of optimal delivery can be 

found in [138], where a multi-temperature food-distribution system is proposed for finding 

optimal delivery cycles for foods of different temperature ranges. Results suggest the 

applicability of such system, providing important cost reductions relative to conventional 

logistics. 

Intelligent traffic management and congestion control have been addressed by many pieces 

of research. In [116], a congestion toll system for decreasing pollution is reviewed. Reference 

[118] analyses the emissions-decreasing potential of systems that have already been 

implemented in cities, such as flexible penalty mechanisms for transport and market 

mechanisms for private-car-ownership permissions. Similarly, references [117] and [119] 

deal with traffic-signal control. The former presents a real-time speed-limit-signal controller 

for emissions reduction. The latter proposes a multi-objective model with predictive traffic 

control, measuring the trade-offs among emissions, travel time, and cost. The main drawback 

of such systems is that they require an advanced information and communication 

infrastructure to apply the coordinated control proposed. To ease parking problems, an 

Internet-based reservation system is proposed in [111]. In addition, the potential of parking 

lots as charging posts for EVs is studied in [120], seeking to take advantage of people’s 

working hours and the storage capabilities of EVs. 

System architecture and the requirements for fully autonomous cars are reviewed in [112] 

and [113], including experimental results on highways. 

Regenerative braking in public metro systems consists of recovering a vehicle’s braking 

energy in the form of electricity so as to reuse it in the same vehicle or system (or another 

one). Three main strategies are implemented to maximize the use of this braking energy. For 

instance, an energy-wise optimal timetable is presented in [135], where a programming 

problem is designed to synchronize the braking of metro trains arriving at a station with the 
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departure of other trains within the same electrical section. This would allow the regenerated 

energy to be used directly to accelerate other trains without the need for storage. The second 

alternative comprises the use of energy-storage systems to save the braking energy. The 

authors in [134] analyse the main storage technologies for both on-board and wayside 

applications. The main benefit of this solution is that there is no need to synchronize trains, 

but the extra infrastructure for storage entails higher costs. Lastly, reversible substations can 

be implemented to return the braking energy to the grid, as in [136]. 

To sum up, Table 8 outlines the transport-related applications discussed in this section. The 

problems approached and the nature of solutions have a very broad scope, and many of them 

are complementary. Nevertheless, it is necessary to bear in mind that depending on the 

specific objectives of a smart city, certain solutions might provide controversial outcomes. 

For instance, a smart traffic-signal system can reduce total travel time for cars, promoting the 

use of such a transport system, but in the case of conventional-fuel vehicles, this could 

increase pollution. 
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Table 8. Summary of Transport systems application examples. 
Vehicle type Ref. Proposes  Objective Reported outcome 
EV [114] Discussion of 

trends in PHEV 
and other 
technologies 

Autonomy and 
economic 
feasibility.  

Battery packs with an all-
electric range of 32 km 
will yield up to a 50% 
reduction in gasoline use. 

EV [98] hydro-thermal unit 
commitment for 
different EV 
scenarios 

Costs and 
benefits of EVs 
including 
externalities 

Health accounts for 
almost 92% of the total 
benefit obtained from the 
externalities. 

Hydrogen ICE [99] Discussion of 
different energy 
technologies. 

Technical and 
economic 
feasibility  

It is required to develop a 
solar hydrogen platform 
with urgency. 

Fuel cell 
vehicle 

[100] Discussion of 
challenges in fuel 
cell vehicles 

Technical and 
economic 
feasibility. 

Main challenge is to 
produce hydrogen from 
non-fossil fuels at a 
reasonable cost. 

Conventional 
fuel vehicles  

[101] Discussion of 
opportunities and 
challenges. 

Technical and 
economic 
feasibility. 

The major factor in 
biodiesel production is 
the feedstock (75–80% of 
the total operating cost). 

EV [109] Personal assistant 
oriented to smart 
cites and EVs 

Journey 
efficiency and 
user comfort 

Application for mobile 
devices 
 

Public 
transport 

[115] web-map public 
transport enquiry 
system 

Journey 
efficiency and 
user comfort 

The proposed system 
matches at least 95% of 
users' expectations. 

Public 
transport 

[116] Analysis of smart 
transport systems 
trends. 

Real examples 
developed in 
several cities 

Several reported results. 
Smart cities and 
transport systems will be 
important areas of 
growth in the next years. 

Conventional 
fuel vehicles  

[117] 
 

Smart traffic 
control 

High way 
speed limits to 
reduce 
emissions. 

Reduced travel time, total 
emissions and maximum 
dispersion levels of 
emissions (3.4%, 36%, 
19%, respectively). 

Conventional 
fuel vehicles  

[118] Analysis of smart 
traffic control 
systems trends. 

GHG Emission 
Reduction and 
Traffic 
Congestion 
Control 

Policy suggestions on for 
the Chinese urban 
transport sector 

Conventional 
fuel vehicles 

[119] Traffic control 
system 

Reduce 
emissions, 
travel time and 
cost. 

Reduction of CO2 
emission by 23.1%, fuel 
consumption is by 28.2%, 
and total time spent by 
40.5%. 

Electric 
vehicles 

[120] Parking with smart 
EV charging 

Minimize 
emissions and 
costs 

Payback time of 11years 
for parking owner while 
still benefiting the EV 
owner. 

Private and 
public 
transport 

[112] Vehicle automation Review of 
advances in 
different fields 
of vehicle 
automation. 

N/A 

Private 
vehicles 

[113] Vehicle automation Hardware and 
control 
systems 

Vehicle prototype. 
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7. Smart City Energy Models 

Energy-system models have been around for several decades and are experiencing constant 

evolution to incorporate new technologies, paradigms, and externalities (such as 

environmental concerns), as stated in [121]. From the energy perspective only, this kind of 

model is commonly used for power-system planning or for operation and management. An 

example of the former is reference [122], which presents a model for distribution-network 

expansion planning, considering the sizing, placement, and timing of DG investments and 

network reinforcements. Similarly, optimal DG allocation in a distribution network is studied 

in [123]. 

The operation of power systems can be exemplified as in [124], where a smart grid is 

simulated based on software agents; the simulation attempts to recreate the dynamic 

behaviour of a smart city, yet it considers only electricity. Other examples can be found in 

the distribution-network operation projects funded by the European Commission [125]–

[127]. According to [128], electric-system modelling is normally carried out using some sort 

of stochastic programming, which involves minimizing an objective function subject to 

certain constraints. However, other techniques based on artificial intelligence, genetic 

algorithms, game theory, and so on, are also available. 

7.1. Urban-planning models and energy  

Besides the energy-based models for network planning and operation, the urban planning of 

a city (i.e., the land use and the design of an urban environment) can heavily influence its 

energy usage and the pollution it produces. 

Indeed, urban infrastructure systems have extended lifespans and affect the inhabitants and 

the environment for long periods of time. Therefore, urban-planning models are of paramount 

importance for sustainable growth [143]. For instance, [145] proposes a model to assess a 

site’s potential renewable-energy availability and urban energy-supply plants in order to 

determine the best places and type of generation to install given geographical constraints. A 

case study of a residential district in Korea is carried out to analyse its applicability. Similarly, 
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[144] proposes solutions for urban-planning improvements to energy efficiency that rely on 

information technologies. For instance, using geographic information systems (GIS) and 3-

D modelling to design buildings allows taking advantage of the terrain configuration (e.g., 

terrain slope: burying part of the building to reduce heating costs), orientation towards the 

sun (e.g., designing for greater sunlight exposure so as to increase interior temperatures 

during winter), and wind effects (e.g., considering the direction of wind to promote natural 

ventilation, reducing air-conditioning costs), among other things. 

Reference [146] notes that many cities prioritize renewable energy or energy efficiency, as 

in the aforementioned examples; only a few cities approach urban planning through one 

strategy that facilitates synergy in energy-related activities at different scales. Moreover, 

greenhouse-gas emissions are not always present in urban-planning models [142]. 

References [141] and [142] analyse the carbon footprint in industrial and residential 

activities, respectively, and the possible prevention and mitigation solutions that can be 

carried out through urban-planning models. The former concludes that municipalities can 

have a decisive influence on the industrial carbon footprint because most reductions can be 

obtained through urban-planning decision variables, such as the location of industrial plants, 

waste deposits, transport networks, use of non-urbanizable areas, and so on. The latter 

mentions that the greatest pollutant source is transport, followed by gas and electricity 

consumption, and concludes that policymakers can reduce greenhouse-gas emissions by 

managing the infrastructure design and by including sustainability design criteria in master 

urban plans. 

As mentioned in [146], individual efforts (designing and managing independent smart 

buildings, for instance) might not be optimal overall, as these tend to overlook many 

interactions between facilities—hence, the importance of an inclusive urban-planning project 

that considers full energy cycles that cut across all the presented intervention areas. 
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7.2. Designing energy-system models in a smart-city context 

It is clear from the review developed throughout this paper that modelling a complete urban 

energy system is a complex task. However, some elements in all the intervention areas stand 

out in importance. This section provides several guidelines for the adequate modelling of 

such systems and describes the elements that should be taken into account. 

Fig. 2 presents a general diagram of an energy-system model, including elements of all the 

intervention areas reviewed and the main required inputs (left) and expected outputs (right). 

Regarding the methodology for planning and operation, many approaches can be used, such 

as analytical, iterative, and hybrid methods. In [19], a classification of the different 

methodologies for distributed energy-resource dimensioning is provided. 

The input information used in the model considerably affects the quality of results; hence, 

special attention should be paid to its selection. Table 9 provides a description of the main 

inputs needed for the successful design of the energy systems and of how these inputs affect 

the modelled system (e.g., in its profitability, in its performance). It is important to remark 

that despite the fact that certain inputs are more closely related to some aspects than others, 

all inputs are relevant to the final outcome. 
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Moreover, Table 9 presents some examples of the information sources that can be used for 

each input. The list of typical information sources is not intended to be exhaustive but rather 

to serve as guidance and to suggest possible sources of information. 

8. Concluding Remarks 

In order to achieve optimal energy management in a very complex system like a smart city, 

not only do most of its energy elements need to be identified and studied, but the implicit 

relations among them also have to be considered. Furthermore, detailed modelling and 

simulation are required to validate and improve existing and new systems. This paper 

Table 9. Energy system modeling. Input description and information sources. 
Input Description Mainly impacts on Typical information 

source 
Parameters and 
resource 
availability 

Performance parameters. (e.g. 
electric efficiency, thermal 
efficiency, power rating, losses) 
and availability of the resource 
when applicable (e.g. EV 
connection times, DG 
operation constrains) 

Performance 
(constraints) of the 
systems (e.g. 
maximum 
charge/discharge 
rates of batteries). 

Research literature ([24], 
[25], [20]) 
SW tools ([30] and [27]) 
Datasheets ([32]) 

System costs All the necessary costs to 
analyze economic feasibility of 
systems (e.g. cost per installed 
kW, operation and 
maintenance costs) 

Profitability of 
systems (e.g. ROI, 
payback times, 
LCOE, etc.). 

Reports ([33], [17], [34]) 
Retailer web pages 

Geolocation 
characteristics 

Natural sources information 
(e.g. solar irradiation, wind 
speed, rainfall) 

Production of the 
systems (e.g. PV 
production given the 
solar irradiation 
parameter). 

Specialized geographical 
information systems 
([35], [36]) 
Weather forecast 
databases ([37], [38]) 

Energy prices The cost of energy for 
comparative purposes (e.g. 
retail energy tariffs, fuel costs, 
price increment rate) 

Profitability of 
systems (e.g. ROI, 
payback times, 
LCOE, etc.). 

Local utility web pages 
Reports ([39]) 

Regulatory 
constraints 

All relevant constraints and 
possibilities for the desired 
location (e.g. retailing 
conditions, selling energy back 
to the grid) 

Operation 
constraints of 
systems. 

Local regulation 

Energy demand Energy demand characteristics 
for the desired application (e.g. 
load curves) 

Sizing and operation 
of systems (e.g. 
installed capacity, 
when to sell, buy, 
store and/or transfer 
energy) 

Reports ([40], [41]) 
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undertakes an extensive review of the existing approaches. On one hand, all the proposed 

energy-intervention areas within the city and their relations are considered; on the other hand, 

different currently available energy models and simulation tools are reviewed and compared. 

Based on this study, some clear trends can be identified in all intervention areas. Benefiting 

from advances in technologies and reduced prices, DG (including energy storage and 

renewable sources) will continue to gain presence in the coming years. Energy-efficient 

facilities are making their way into future smart cities with better devices, control systems, 

and demand-response schemes. Similarly, tendencies show that the microgrid and smart-grid 

paradigms will become the standard in the long term. With respect to the transport sector, 

travel planners, parking assistants, and other similar system will be implemented, while EVs 

will surely find an important position in smart cities. 

Models and simulators have been widely used in the urban context for many decades. This 

kind of tool is normally used for the operation and management of the systems or for planning 

expansion or the construction of the new systems. Current models are normally designed 

with specific objectives in mind, such as implementing traffic control, planning urban 

development, planning the expansion of generation capacity or transmission lines, and so on. 

Therefore, the elements considered are limited and they do not take into account many 

important interactions within the system. 

The necessity of a holistic and comprehensive smart-city model has been highlighted by 

many authors. Even though it might be extremely difficult to integrate all the elements into 

a single computational model, it should at least consider all the intervention areas studied in 

this paper and include the most relevant stakeholders and technologies. Furthermore, the 

model should be applicable to any kind of city and be adaptable to new technologies and 

systems. 

As discussed in this paper, there are many elements that should be taken into account while 

modelling energy systems; however, some of them are more critical than others. Special 

attention should be paid to an adequate selection of the system parameters and energy 
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constraints. Accurate geographical information about natural resources (wind, solar, etc.) is 

also important to the proper outcome of a planning process. Moreover, it has been 

demonstrated that the use of some sort of optimization algorithm considerably improves the 

expected benefits; hence, it is highly recommended that such approaches be followed. Lastly, 

considering the complexity of the systems, the objectives of the model should be clearly 

defined and prioritized. Addressing all these issues allows for the creation of a complete and 

adequate smart-city energy model, one that will assist decision makers in both government 

and industry to develop, simulate, and implement the best systems at minimum cost, fostering 

smarter and more-efficient cities. 
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